Rdsumd.-L'augmentation de plasticitd des supraconducteurs est une m6thode nouvelle employde pour dtudier les transistions des phases pendant la ddformation plastique. On observe une penetration du champ magndtique au-dessous de Hc, qui depend de la ddformation et de la tempdrature.
Abstract.-The plastic enhancement effect is used as a new method for studying the transition curves of plastically deformed superconductors. Strain-and temperature dependent field penetration below Hc is obser6ed.
The phenomenon of enhanced plasticity in superconductors has been studied intensively in the last years /I/. In all experimental investigations of this effect the sample must be deformed alternately in the normal and superconducting state at constant temperature. This is effected by applying an external magnetic field. When the field value is increased continuously during the deformation process, at a certain value Hc (the critical one at the temperature used) a jump in plasticity is observed. As the magnitude of this jump does not change with further increasing fields the effect is shown to be not influenced by the magnetic field /Z/.Nevertheless up to now no detailed investigation of the jump behaviour in the phase transition region has been made for type I superconductors. Such measurements, however, seem to be interesting from another point of view.
When studying the influence of plastic deformation on the critical magnetic field and the transition curve, most people use the residual resistivity or the magnetic susceptibility as an indicator for the sample state (e.g.131).
It is well known, however, that in the case of inhomogenuous bulk material, these methods are not very well sui- If the magnetic field in the transition region is varied by small steps, the experimental results allow to draw transition curves like those displayed in figure 1A (for a temperature of 5.8 K).
Herein curve I corresponds to the results extrapolated to zero deformation, whereas 2 and 3 mark transitions at 50 and 100% shear strain res- 
